Great Chip Shots
Land On Agrico® Greens

That’s because golf superintendents rely on Agrico Fertilizers to keep critical off-green areas in top-flight playing condition.

Chipping onto the green close to the pin requires an accurate shot. A golfer needs all the skill and confidence he can muster. Agrico fed turf gives him a head-start on confidence for that good shot . . . helps keep him enthusiastic about your course. A golf superintendent’s dream.

Write us about Agrico’s Custom-Tailored Golf Course Program. Maybe we can make your dream come true.
Reflections on the Superintendent’s Image

Perhaps our image is difficult to define, says this figurative superintendent, because we don’t know what we want.

A composite of interviews by JOE DOAN
Illustrated by Art Sudduth

For the 20 years I've been in the course maintenance business, we've been kicking around this image thing. It has been hashed over at most of the Golf Course Superintendents' Assn. of America conventions I've attended. It has long been a favorite topic at regional conferences and the same probably can be said of the local meetings. It's a subject that a lot of us seemingly don't want to bury. But for all the mileage we've given it, I still don't think it has been made clear what superintendents want or what we're trying to prove.

Some superintendents feel that we don't have much of an image because we're weak in public relations. Others say that the educational background needed to be a superintendent works to our detriment so far as image building is concerned. I've heard more than one superintendent dust off that word, “identification,” and then state that compared to the pros and club managers, we're so far out in the boondocks nobody is aware that there is such an animal as a golf course superintendent. I've heard quite a few men lament that their members have absolutely no appreciation of their greenkeeping artistry. And, there's that matter of social status. I've heard a good deal of resentment expressed over the snobbery at some clubs. The superintendent isn't treated as a menial, but they don't let him forget he's an employee. Maybe that's the way it should be, but he develops a complex about social acceptance.

The majority of superintendents don't have these hang-ups. But that doesn't mean they ridicule or look with contempt upon those that do. They realize that some hang-ups are valid or, at least, they exist. They don't pooh-pooh the image idea, either, knowing that every professional or occupational group has an image, whether it courts it or not.

But they don't get into a big sweat over these things. These fellows don't think they are in hand combat with the pros or club managers for a fair share of recognition at their clubs. They don't downgrade education, but they believe vastly more is learned about course maintenance by working at it than studying it. They don't worry about social status because most of them never give a thought to hobnobbing with members of their clubs. As for image building, they feel they have to do most of it on an individual basis. Oh, it can be a collective undertaking by the GCSAA, but there is only so much the corpo-
the association continues to try to build up the image of its members. One aid, a pamphlet entitled “Golf Course Superintendents’ Public Relations,” contains information to help the local chapters set up a public relations program. It also issues releases describing the job of the superintendent.

Let’s take a look at public relations. In the minds of most people, getting your name in the newspaper is public relations. Public relations experts say this is only a beginning, but beyond this I don’t understand the ramifications. Assuming that newspaper publicity is public relations, what does it amount to? I had my name on the sports page five or six years ago as a guest expert on winterkill. I was splashed over a full column, complete with my picture. How much image did it build for me? I got three phone calls—one from my green chairman and two from neighboring superintendents.

A little more than a year ago a superintendent friend of mine got some nasty phone calls after being quoted in the newspaper as asking what is going to take the place of DDT. He was quoted in one of those dash and dot columns golf writers write. One of the calls was from the wife of an affluent member. She’s a bird lover. The writer didn’t include everything the superintendent told him; that there are several million species of insects that are capable of doing a better job of poisoning mankind than DDT has. Anyway, this fellow is still getting dirty looks from the wife of the influential member.

A funny incident involving public relations and identity happened at a midwestern club about five years ago. A company that manufactures sprinklers put on an extensive advertising and publicity campaign. The president of the company had his picture taken with a pro examining a map of a course irrigation system. To give the pro his due, he tried to explain to the high-powered PR man that the superintendent was the logical man to be in the picture. But he wouldn’t listen. The picture got pretty wide circulation. It was received with a good deal of snickering, especially among superintendents. Maybe some even boycotted the product.

Some sensitive superintendents will seize on such an incident and say: “See, it proves our point. Everyone thinks the pro is in charge of maintenance at a club. No wonder we have no image.”
That is about 90 per cent wrong. It used to be that way, maybe 15 years ago. Then, even a lot of golf writers thought the pro was in charge of course maintenance. But not any more. They have been educated. As far as I can see, golf writers are our champions. They give us a good play and they do what they can to help us build an image.

As for our relationship with pros and club managers, I think it is generally good. Or, as good as in any other business where the management function is divided among three departments. Personality conflicts are inevitable. But in recent years the three have been working more closely together, sublimating their individual interests for the good of the club.

There is no doubt that the image and prestige of the pro is resented by many superintendents, even bitterly by a small percentage. I've never fully understood the rationale for this. Tradition makes the pro the glamour figure at the club. He's the front for all of us. He couldn't change this if he wanted to, so why should I resent it? I've got better things to do than worry about my image versus that of the pro.

The pro at our club and I have been working together for 12 years. We're good friends. The closest we've ever come to a falling out is over the closing of the course. A few times he has thought I was hasty in doing it, but after I explained my reason he accepted it. He always lets me know that it costs him money when I put up the "No Golf" sign; I always reply that he'll make it up.

I've always been closer to the pro at our club than the club manager, simply because my job throws me into more frequent contact with the pro. On a couple of occasions I've had to battle down to the last dollar of my budget with the manager. I haven't been overly annoyed by this because the club's policy calls for the manager's reviewing all expenditures. If my budget had been arbitrarily cut without my getting a chance to justify the figures I submitted, I would have been put out. Some superintendents tell me this happens to them. Nine times out of 10 it's because they don't protest. Instead, they sulk. Too many of these fellows have the impression that the club manager has too strong a position at a club to be opposed. Some of them say the manager oversteps his authority in other ways. Personally, I don't sympathize with them. If the lines of authority at a club aren't clearly defined and it bugs the superintendent, he should get off his duff and do something about it.

Most of the men in our profession are products of the college short courses, although an increasing number have been getting degrees in agricultural sciences and agronomy in recent years. I'm not going to argue the degree business.

Continued on page 46

The grass with the built-in tee!

Windsor, the improved variety of Kentucky bluegrass, grows as if its object in life were to hold a golf ball. You don't have to dig for the ball, whether the turf is cut 1" on a fairway or ½" on a collar. Spreads vigorously, repairs itself rapidly. For technical data write Scotts, Golf Course Division, Marysville, Ohio 43040.

Continued on page 46
Do it for the kids who play ball here, the picnickers, the strollers, the star gazers, and the grass.

Presenting a lot of reasons why you should buy the Jacobsen-Rogers 595 Aerator:

One, it produces better looking turf. Two, it produces healthier turf. Three, it produces turf that stands up longer under heavy usage. Four, it softens surfaces which cuts down on athletic injuries. And it relieves compaction.

It's exclusively designed to give you excellent contour following characteristics and in-line aerating for uniform penetration over uneven ground. With blade options, it can aerate, spike or renovate.

So there you have it. A lot of good reasons why you should buy the Jacobsen-Rogers 595 Aerator. And if the reasons above don't appeal to you, remember the reasons below:

The Jacobsen-Rogers 595 Aerator saves you time and money.

JACOBSEN®
Rogers Division
1721 Packard Ave., Racine, Wisconsin 53403
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here. I don’t have one, but I don’t feel like I’m underprivileged. I spent two years alternating between a turf management school and working on a course. From a practical standpoint, I don’t think you can beat this kind of education. Furthermore, like other occupations, I don’t think course or turf management necessarily lends itself to four years of college training as do other fields.

Our strong point, as I see it, is that we’re pretty much self-educated. In the last 20 years, superintendents have done as much as any class of people in educating themselves through conventions, conferences, local meetings and refresher courses. Agronomists and others who are knowledgeable in turf and related subjects deserve more thanks than we’ve probably given them because of their contributions to our self-improvement programs.

We’ve had a knowledge explosion in turf management in the last decade or so, just like they’ve had in other fields. A superintendent has had to do a lot of studying on his own if he wants to keep abreast of new developments.

As for our social status at the club, we’ve come a long way from the days when I broke into greenkeeping. Then, it was common for the old greenkeeper to tell his son, who might have been working for him learning the profession, that he had no business around the clubhouse. At most clubs now, the superintendent and his family have nearly all the privileges of membership. At many places, in addition to playing golf with the members, the superintendent is invited to be their guest at football and baseball games, hockey matches, even their private parties. If that isn’t an indication that our image and status have improved immeasurably over the last two decades, I’ll mow every green on your course.

I sometimes wonder if the superintendents who complain about snobbery at their clubs haven’t pushed too hard and have been rebuffed. Some of us have the failing of wanting to over expand the beachhead after being accepted. I personally think we should never forget the employer-employee relationship and not take advantage of the social concessions we are given. Not a single one is owed to us. Now and then I’ve run into superintendents who have told me, “The members don’t even know who I am.” That makes me wonder if the superintendent himself isn’t playing it too aloof. If he is shunned or kind of thinks of himself as a social outcast, and it rankles him, about the only thing left for him to do is start looking for another job.

Going back to the original thesis, image building, I’m convinced that 80 per cent of it should be with the members. And, simply stated, I think the kind of image we build depends on the kind of a course we give them. Everything is secondary. In return, I don’t feel, as some superintendents do, that the members should be expected to fall all over themselves in praise of the beautiful course we give them, if that’s what we do. I like to hear compliments as much as the next fellow, but at the same time if the complaints are few and far between, I figure I’m being indirectly complimented.

As for the role of the GCSAA, I feel that it is limited in what it can do for the superintendent. It should have a public relations program, directed mainly, I think, at providing information for the public, but not devoted to puffing up the superintendent. It should look into educational opportunities, but more important, I think it should provide an interchange of information for its members. We’re looking for new ideas, explanations of new developments and things that will enable us to do our jobs better and more efficiently.

The GCSAA and our regional organizations can only build up the superintendent’s image so far. He has to take it from there.
NITROFORM® is your best organic fertilizer buy.

For proof, complete this chart.

To complete the chart, follow the steps given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nitrogen Source</th>
<th>Percent Nitrogen (N)</th>
<th>Cost/Ton</th>
<th>Cost/Unit of (N)</th>
<th>Percent Win</th>
<th>Cost/Unit of Win</th>
<th>Percent of Total (N) Available in First 15 Weeks</th>
<th>Cost/Unit (N) Available in 15 Weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NITROFORM® Organic Nitrogen</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27%</td>
<td></td>
<td>70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL ORGANICS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried Blood, Fish Meal, Peanut Hulls, Etc.</td>
<td>2% to 12%</td>
<td></td>
<td>1½ % to 10%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVATED SEWAGE SLUDGE</td>
<td>5% to 6%</td>
<td></td>
<td>5% to 5½ % Approx.</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Ask your Turf Specialty Supplier for the cost to you.
- Write cost per ton in Column B opposite the indicated product.
- Then, divide the cost per ton in Column B by the percent of nitrogen shown in Column A. Place this figure in Column C. Compare with NITROFORM.
- To find cost of water-insoluble nitrogen (WIN), divide the cost per ton in Column B by the figure in Column D. Place this figure in Column E. Compare with NITROFORM.
- And finally, to find the cost of nitrogen the turf actually receives in a fifteen-week growing period, multiply the figure in Column F by the figure in Column A. Divide this figure by the cost per ton in Column B. Place this figure in Column G. Compare with NITROFORM.

These figures speak for themselves. Any way you figure it, NITROFORM gives you more nitrogen for your money.

And, speaking of economy...

FOR LOW-COST CRABGRASS CONTROL, THERE IS NOTHING LIKE AZAK®.

Azak® herbicide is designed for pre-emergence application on established turf areas. Applied prior to germination, it effectively prevents seed germination and initial growth of crabgrass. A single 12½-pound bag will control crabgrass in an acre of land...43,560 sq. ft.
America's foremost sports turf fertilizer . . .

MILORGANITE

Builds stronger healthier turf

For more than 40 years, Milorganite has been used by golf courses, athletic fields, parks, cemeteries, and home lawns to produce and maintain outstanding turf.

- Milorganite scores better than chemical fertilizers in experiment station tests.
- Milorganite is the best long-lasting fertilizer.
- Milorganite cannot burn, and is easy to apply because, unlike chemical fertilizers, Milorganite's bulk assures proper coverage.
- Milorganite is granular and dust free.
- Milorganite-fed turf needs less water and holds its color longer.

MILORGANITE

Golf courses use more MILORGANITE than any other fertilizer

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION  P.O. BOX 2079  MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201
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A superintendent who wants to get his money's worth out of present machinery or who plans to buy new mowing equipment, must consider more than just purchase price and repair costs. The actual operating costs of machinery are: 

\[
\text{Machinery operating cost} = \text{Original cost} + \text{repair cost}
\]

Time

Time (the useful life span of equipment) is a key factor in this formula.

The life of any machine can be prolonged with proper care and maintenance. During World War II, for example, cars that would ordinarily have been junked at 30,000 to 35,000 miles were kept in shape for 100,000 miles or more. Careful maintenance made the difference. The same is true of grass-cutting equipment.

Improper care and maintenance of mowing machinery has a snowballing effect on equipment costs. Abuse of equipment not only results in premature replacement, but also increases parts replacements while eating up labor for excessive repairs and money for unproductive "down time."

Surveys show that 42 per cent of all service difficulties are due to trouble caused by lack of ordinary care of equipment. An additional 54 per cent of all service difficulties result from operators who fail to follow operating instructions.

Another common reason for shortened life span and high maintenance costs is the use of a machine for the wrong job. When choosing equipment:

- Consider the terrain to be cut. Is it wooded, rough cutting, hilly or more formal? Decide if a reel or rotary machine is to be purchased, based on course conditions;
- Consider the size of the area and buy the largest machine that is practical. The job gets done faster—with less man hours. If the machine is to be used for trimming purposes and demands on the mower are not too heavy, a small light-duty machine can be used, but higher maintenance costs on this type of equipment are usually inevitable;
- Look for a simple design. A complicated machine has many moving parts and may have a high maintenance cost. Also it may be difficult to adjust, and an expert may have to be used for repairs;
- Check for construction and durability. The machine should be substantially built, well-braced with good bearings. The side-frames, handles or drawbars

Continued
should be heavy enough to do the job. The bed bars, reels, blades should be rigidly constructed.

To keep the equipment properly serviced, set up systems for handling maintenance and repair. Adequate records are essential. Keep a record of both operation and maintenance. Over a period of years it pays dividends.

Toro Mfg. Corp., for example, has developed a simple form for recording, by machine and operator, such items as: mileage, gas and oil consumption, down hours, service required, replacement parts and labor costs.

At the end of the cutting season, the records will show the number of hours the equipment has been operated, plus the cost of maintenance. This information is invaluable for determining the proper type of unit to use in a given area, the most economical brand of equipment, the good as well as the undersirable equipment operators and methods for improving maintenance practices. Also, records are almost a necessity to properly determine the most economical time to trade in old equipment. They are also the best tool for selling a board of directors on your new equipment needs.

To insure proper maintenance, part of the operator's job should include a daily check of his entire machine. Loose bolts and nuts, if ignored, can cause considerable damage. Holes can become enlarged or elongated due to vibration and cause excessive movement—and eventually the machine will be out of commission. If the machine uses belts, they should be checked for grease, grass and dirt to prevent slippage and excessive wear. Care should be used in adjusting the belt tension. An overly-tight belt puts a strain on bearings and bushings—accelerating wear and necessitating frequent changing of belts and bearings. The belt should be just tight enough for the machine to operate, but without slipping.

Chains on the machine should be checked for alignment, proper tension and excessive wear. When chains are exposed, greasing or oiling is not recommended. Dust, grit and dirt will adhere to a chain when oiled, acting as a grinding compound, accelerating wear of chains and sprockets. An exposed chain will undoubtedly render longer service if not oiled. A chain which runs in a sealed enclosure should, of course, be run in an oil bath or spray. Exposed chains, which are run dry, should be cleaned frequently in a solvent, dipped in kerosene, and hung to dry.

Mowing machines should be thoroughly cleaned after each day's operation with a low pressure water hose or air hose. When a water hose is used, care should be taken that water does not strike vital engine parts, particularly when hot. It is wise to use a grease gun immediately to force water out of the bearings after the machine has been washed.

Following the final mowing in the fall, each piece of mowing equipment should be thoroughly over-hauled. A full program of complete teardown, inspection and repair should be initiated. Any part of a machine which has doubtful life for the coming season, should be repaired or replaced. Making a thorough repair at your leisure is usually much less costly than having to do it under the pressure of summer grass growth.

Variations in terrain on which the machine is used, the type of lubrication it receives, the correctness of repair, the treatment by the operator, storage, accuracy of records, all have an influence on cost per-machine-per-year and useful life span. However, to get the lowest possible machinery operating costs under the conditions of your course—buy quality equipment, buy the right machine for the right job, operate and maintain it properly, and keep adequate records.